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Vincent Van Gogh

Learning Intentions

1. We will analyse

Vincent Van Gogh life

2. We will look closely at 

Vincent Van

Gogh work and 

inspiration.

3.We will complete task 

1&2, at the end of the 

presentation.

Success Criteria

1. We must read the 

presentation and 

complete task 1 & 2

2. We should learn about 

Vincent Van Gogh 

inspiration and 

techniques.

3.We could 

research additional artists 

representing Post 

Impressionism



Vincent Van Gogh
• Vincent Van Gogh was 

born in Groot-Zundert, 

Holland in 1853. 

• He became a religious 

missionary in the 

coal-mining district of 

the Borinage in Belgium 

where he painted the 

miners. 

• These artworks are dark 

and tertiary in colour.
The most famous of these early paintings is ‘The 

Potato Eaters’ (1885) 



Vincent Van Gogh
• From 1880, he

began to paint full 
time, and in 1886 
he went to Paris to 
live and work as an 
artist.

• His paintings became 
brighter in COLOUR
but also wilder and 
bolder in painting 
technique.

His paintings 
mainly featured:
STILL LIFE
PORTRAITS 
FIGURES
TOWNSCAPE

• He used thick (IMPASTO)

style painting,and worked in 
strokes/lines and dabs to 
create his artwork.



IMPRESSIONISM 

style or movement in painting originating in France in the 1860s, 
characterized by a concern with depicting the visual impression of the 
moment, especially in terms of the shifting effect of light and colour. The  
style that seeks to capture a feeling or experience rather than to achieve 
accuracy . 

MONET                      PISARRO 



Vincent Van Gogh
• Between the years 
1888-90,  he went 
to live in Arles in 
the South of 
France.

• Van Gogh 
produced 
his largest 
number of 
paintings 
at this 
time.



Vincent Van Gogh

• Vincent went to Arles in the South of France and hoped 
some of the Paris artists would come and set up a school of 

art .
• He found and rented ‘The Yellow House’ for this purpose.



Street in Saintes-Maries, 
1888

When you look at these 
two pictures
- What do you see?
- How are they 
different?
- How are they the 
same?



Vincent Van Gogh
• His paintings during this 

last period of his life at 
Saint-Remy and Auvers, 
are amongst the most expressive, 
and highly colourful. 

• The brushstrokes
in these paintings 
take on a 
swirling effect, 
with flame like 
forms, which 
reflect his 
tormented
mental state.



Vincent Van Gogh

• Vincent committed himself to an asylum for two years where 
he continued to paint. The Starry Night is a very famous 
painting from this period. The swirling lines in the sky may 
represent Van Gogh’s inner emotional turmoil.



• During the final period of Van Gogh’s 

life, he produced many portraits/

landscapes and still life. usually completing at least one 
painting a day.

Vincent Van Gogh



• He used a paint 

technique of strokes/

lines/dabs & dots

• The COLOURS used are

bright and vivid.

Vincent Van Gogh



Starry Night

Cafe Terrace 



• Van Gogh attempted to cut off his own 
ear in 1888. 

• He began to suffer from depression, 
and malnutrition.

• On the 27th July 1890 
he shot himself in the 
chest, in a wheat-field,
and died from his 
gunshot wound.

• He is buried alongside 
his brother Theo.

• Theo an art dealer, 
provided Van Gogh with money to live 
and paint for most of his life.

Vincent Van Gogh



Task 1. Artist……Vincent Van Gogh

1. When/ where were they born?

2. When/ where did they die?

3. Write two things that describe Van 
Gogh style?

4. What is their usual subject matter or 
imagery?

5. Describe their media handling and/or 
techniques.

6. What scale do Vincent Van Gogh work 
in?



Line
Elegant, wavy, sketchy, accurate, 
bold, uneven, clear, fluid, thick, 
thin, rough, fuzzy, broken, 
jagged, continuous, decorative, 
controlled…

Tone
Light, highlight, shadow, 
dramatic, limited, light source, 
blended, graduated, flat, scale, 
gloomy, dull, exaggerated, 
monotone, hard light, bright, 
contrasting, diffused light…

Colour
Harmonious, warm, 
complimentary, rich, secondary, 
primary, wash, blurred, harsh, 
limited, cold, hard, intense, 
glowing, bright…                                                      

Texture
Tactile, furry, even, 
brushstrokes, silky, hairy, rough,
smooth, rippled, waxy, swirly, 
bumpy, fleecy, woven, flat, 
spikey, shiny, greasy, scratched, 
crinkled, glossy, woolly, velvety, 
soft, linear…

Pattern 
Loose, bold, irregular, carved, 
cubed, subtle, abstract,
geometric, organic, repeated, 
regulated…

Shape and form
Regular, simple, circular, cuboid, 
negative, positive, overlapping, 
wide, tall, short, fragmented, 
narrow, fluid, angular, hollow, 
natural, built, sculpted, cone, 
pyramid, pointed, spikey, flat, 
light…

Composition
Focal point, rule of thirds, close 
up, imaginative, small-scale, 
faraway, crowded, unrealistic, 
carefully placed, sparse, 
symmetrical, vertical, horizontal, 
in proportion…

Mood and atmosphere
Tranquil, exciting, cold, fun, 
powerful, lively, intense, 
inspiring, dreary, flamboyant, 
gloomy, moody, sunlit, sad, 
dismal, lonely, breath-taking, 
quiet, calm, happy, emotional, 
peaceful…

Stick image here

Name…………………………………………… Class………….

Artist: Vincent Van Gogh

Title, date & size: Bedroom in Arles, 1888, 

72 cm × 90 cm

Medium (materials used): oil on canvas

Your opinion: I like/ dislike this image 

because…


